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Some history

THE BEGINNING
OF PUBLISHING



Invention of the printing press in 1436 or 1437 Invention of the printing press in 1436 or 1437 
by Johan Gutenberg (1397by Johan Gutenberg (1397--1468) of Mainz 1468) of Mainz -- DD



After 1437 quick development of After 1437 quick development of 
printing and publishing houses  printing and publishing houses  
(cf. Internet companies)(cf. Internet companies)



But in 1500But in 1500…………......

•• Total marketTotal market
–– 35,000 different book titles35,000 different book titles
–– total volume of 10,000,000 copiestotal volume of 10,000,000 copies

•• Doom scenario becomes popularDoom scenario becomes popular
–– ““market is just a replacement marketmarket is just a replacement market””
–– investors nervous about printing press industryinvestors nervous about printing press industry



Why were investors depressed in 1500?Why were investors depressed in 1500?

The SThe S--curvecurve



In reality: new developments, new In reality: new developments, new 
opportunities and thus new Sopportunities and thus new S--curvescurves

E.g. new books,
newspaper (after 1600)
scholarly publications (after 
1665)
magazines
internet etc.

time



The latest revolution: electronic The latest revolution: electronic 
publishing = a new set of Spublishing = a new set of S--curvescurves

•• More possibilities than paper ever can offerMore possibilities than paper ever can offer
–– on every desktop (unlimited multiple subscriptions)on every desktop (unlimited multiple subscriptions)
–– integrated information solutions (e.g. portals)integrated information solutions (e.g. portals)
–– networked with the whole worldnetworked with the whole world

•• New roles for publishers as well as librariesNew roles for publishers as well as libraries

•• More contacts between publishers and libraries than More contacts between publishers and libraries than 
everever
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Web Editions, our entry level Web Editions, our entry level 
serviceservice

•• Access via IP range Access via IP range 

•• Parallel electronic version(s) of your print Parallel electronic version(s) of your print 
subscription(s)subscription(s)

•• TOC serviceTOC service

•• Articles in PDF as well as HTML format availableArticles in PDF as well as HTML format available

•• SummaryPlus of articles (= enhanced abstracts) SummaryPlus of articles (= enhanced abstracts) 
availableavailable

•• 12 months of content (12 months of content (““rolling windowrolling window””))



Web Editions, our entry level serviceWeb Editions, our entry level service
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ScienceDirect, our most ScienceDirect, our most 
comprehensive servicecomprehensive service

•• Access via IP range, personal profile or portable Access via IP range, personal profile or portable 
accountaccount

•• Parallel electronic version(s) of your print Parallel electronic version(s) of your print 
subscription(s) WITH full text search functionalitysubscription(s) WITH full text search functionality

•• Articles in PDF as well as HTML format availableArticles in PDF as well as HTML format available

•• All Elsevier SummaryPlus of articles (= enhanced All Elsevier SummaryPlus of articles (= enhanced 
abstracts) plus more availableabstracts) plus more available

•• Archive goes back to 1995 + archiving policy + more Archive goes back to 1995 + archiving policy + more 
to cometo come

•• Linked via Gateway, Open Linking or CrossRefLinked via Gateway, Open Linking or CrossRef

•• Optional: integrated databases (fully linked)Optional: integrated databases (fully linked)





















But what about But what about ScienceDirectScienceDirect
On Site/On Site/ScienceServerScienceServer??

•• ScienceDirectScienceDirect On Site/On Site/ScienceServerScienceServer is catching is catching 
up...up...

-- Increased functionality for users Increased functionality for users 
-- Linking and improved results linking and filtering   Linking and improved results linking and filtering   
-- User interface redesignUser interface redesign
-- Expanded consortia management functionality and Expanded consortia management functionality and 

improved administrative abilitiesimproved administrative abilities
-- More aggregation with new data loaders More aggregation with new data loaders 
-- (+ in 2001 (+ in 2001 CrossRefCrossRef for SDOS)for SDOS)
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PhysicsDirectPhysicsDirect -- a community oriented a community oriented 
solution solution -- the first the first BabyDirectBabyDirect

•• Same features as ScienceDirectSame features as ScienceDirect

•• Articles in press availableArticles in press available

•• Information tailored to the physics community Information tailored to the physics community 
worldwide worldwide -- RELEVANT INFORMATION!RELEVANT INFORMATION!

•• All Elsevier physics titlesAll Elsevier physics titles

•• Linked to AIP/APS (more via CrossRef)Linked to AIP/APS (more via CrossRef)

•• Optional integrated relevant databases available Optional integrated relevant databases available 
((InspecInspec and and CompendexCompendex))

•• More than journal articles (under construction)More than journal articles (under construction)
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MyScienceDirect.comMyScienceDirect.com -- a glance a glance 
into the futureinto the future

•• Science portal for an Science portal for an individualindividual dictated by the dictated by the 
needs of the individualneeds of the individual

•• Personal profilePersonal profile on ScienceDirect already gives on ScienceDirect already gives 
some possibilities, e.g. esome possibilities, e.g. e--mail alertmail alert

•• CombineCombine relevant journals with relevant databases relevant journals with relevant databases 
for an individualfor an individual

•• Add extra informationAdd extra information: virtual journals, columns by : virtual journals, columns by 
scientists, discussion groups, birthday lists etc.scientists, discussion groups, birthday lists etc.

•• LinkingLinking to other relevant publishers/information to other relevant publishers/information 
providers based on traffic profile of individualproviders based on traffic profile of individual



ScienceDirect is the portal to your ScienceDirect is the portal to your 
scientific informationscientific information

•• Not just parallel electronic versions Not just parallel electronic versions 

•• A navigational layer with optional databases A navigational layer with optional databases 
(Navigators) to facilitate discovery of information.(Navigators) to facilitate discovery of information.

•• Linked (e.g. via CrossRef) with all major information Linked (e.g. via CrossRef) with all major information 
producers/providers.producers/providers.

•• Integrated major reference works with all the linksIntegrated major reference works with all the links

•• Standalone (but linked) dedicated portals for the Standalone (but linked) dedicated portals for the 
specialists: EI Village 2, BioMedNet, Embase.com specialists: EI Village 2, BioMedNet, Embase.com 
etc.etc.

•• Integrated and standalone unique scientific search Integrated and standalone unique scientific search 
engine Scirus (www.scirus.org)engine Scirus (www.scirus.org)



ScienceDirect: the paradigm ScienceDirect: the paradigm -- shift shift 

•• 3030--40 years ago40 years ago: students, professors and libraries : students, professors and libraries 
had subscriptionshad subscriptions

•• 1010--30 years ago30 years ago: professors and libraries had : professors and libraries had 
subscriptionssubscriptions

•• until nowuntil now: libraries have most of the subscriptions, : libraries have most of the subscriptions, 
number of multiple subscriptions per site is down number of multiple subscriptions per site is down 
dramatically. Library became the sole source for dramatically. Library became the sole source for 
scientific informationscientific information

•• interlibrary loan service expanded every year interlibrary loan service expanded every year 

•• users experienced difficulties in getting information users experienced difficulties in getting information 
(not available, takes too long etc.)(not available, takes too long etc.)



Impact of ScienceDirect for the library and the Impact of ScienceDirect for the library and the 
end user:end user:
•• Scientific information is Scientific information is on every desktopon every desktop. . 

–– Virtually there are an enormous amount of multiple Virtually there are an enormous amount of multiple 
subscriptions subscriptions 

•• Library/university can choose for Library/university can choose for different level of different level of 
service service 
–– from Web Editions to ScienceDirect and beyondfrom Web Editions to ScienceDirect and beyond

•• With ScienceDirect With ScienceDirect findingfinding any scientific information any scientific information 
with the integrated databases plus linking to other with the integrated databases plus linking to other 
information providers is information providers is easier than evereasier than ever. . 
–– ““No more walking up and down and waiting in lineNo more walking up and down and waiting in line””

•• At existing customers the At existing customers the TOTAL price per articleTOTAL price per article
download on ScienceDirect is download on ScienceDirect is dramatically lowerdramatically lower
than ILL system costs (DEM 32 in D)than ILL system costs (DEM 32 in D)



Concluding remarks Concluding remarks --
““working on those new Sworking on those new S--curvescurves””

•• Elsevier is more than (paper) journalsElsevier is more than (paper) journals

•• Based on needs of the user Elsevier isBased on needs of the user Elsevier is
–– expanding its services around the electronic journals expanding its services around the electronic journals 

swiftlyswiftly
–– creating portals for the specialists that are fully linked to creating portals for the specialists that are fully linked to 

the full text.the full text.

•• New developments will create an even better New developments will create an even better 
price/performance ratioprice/performance ratio, I.e usage will go to new , I.e usage will go to new 
heights and research will benefit from it.heights and research will benefit from it.
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Possibility to share and 
extend electronic 
content



Thank you for your attention.

Miriam de Koning - m.koning@elsevier.nl

Tomorrow: presentation at the LIDA Conference, Tomorrow: presentation at the LIDA Conference, 
DubrovnikDubrovnik
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